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Development 

Eastern Canal has seen a number of 
productions through from script to big 
screen, in the form of both original 
and collaborative content.  

The studio’s core creative energy has 
been devoted to a slate of original 
feature film screenplays designed to 
be directed and produced by Marco 
and Mauro La Villa, beginning in 
2018. 

Production  

Over 20 years of experience, filming 
around the world. Fiction and non-
fiction. Film and TV. 

K n o w l e d g a b l e , p a s s i o n a t e , 
multilingual independent filmmaking 
staff – streamlining every production 
we oversee. 

Post Production 

In-house editing and motion graphics. 

Creative Services 

Illustration, digital design, special 
projects. Commercial contracts, 
commissions and collaborations.
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Mauro La Villa and Marco La Villa at Allianz Stadium in Turin.



Eastern Canal was formed in 2008 in Venice, California 
and is the film and television production vehicle of 
critically acclaimed independent filmmakers, brothers 
Marco La Villa and Mauro La Villa (New York Times, ID 
Magazine, The London Times and Variety). Eastern 
Canal enjoyed a banner 2015 kicking off with a feature 
film development deal and the completion of, BLACK 
AND WHITE STRIPES, THE JUVENTUS STORY, its 
second feature documentary film. A passionate story of 
Italian football legends Juventus F.C. and its renown 
owners, the Agnelli family, featuring Academy Award® 
Winner, F. Murray Abraham as the English version 
narrator and Academy Award® Nominee, Giancarlo 
Giannini as Italian version narrator.  Written, directed and 
produced by the La Villa brothers, with the participation 
of Academy Award® Winners, Ennio Morricone as 
special musical consultant (The Hateful Eight) and exec 
producer, David Franzoni (Gladiator).   

Ever since their first major production, HANG THE DJ 
(Toronto Film Festival), the La Villa brothers have 
effectively worked all over the world in more than 20 
cities. In Eastern Canal’s most recent production, BLACK 
AND WHITE STRIPES, THE JUVENTUS STORY, the La 
Villa brothers collaborated with luminaries such as Dr. 
Henry Kissinger, John Elkann (FIAT), Lapo Elkann 
(Garage Italia Customs) and Andrea Agnelli (Juventus 
President) as well as World Cup and Ballon D’Or Winning 
legends, Gianluigi Buffon, Alessandro Del Piero, Andrea 
Pirlo and Michel Platini. Other projects in development 
include an off-beat comedy TV series, LOST IN THE 
PART and global launch of the premium illustrated book 
based on their Juventus film (published by Rizzoli books).  

With an office in the epicenter of New York city’s ‘West 
Village’, Eastern Canal works closely with a plethora of 
the world’s top established and up-and-coming talents 
from many different disciplines. 
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ITALY’s #1 BOX OFFICE 
RECORD BREAKING RELEASE

Cinetel
“An inspiring story about 
  the team when it was  
  most challenged!”

“Juventus has a story  
  as legendary 
  as the Yankees.”

“A gracious tribute to  
  Juventus.”    

MANof theWORLD

FAN REACTIONS

“SPECTACULAR!” 
Jane S. - January 8, 2017

amazon.it


“A must have for any Juventus fan in case 

a reminder is needed whenever faith wavers. 

Highly recommended!”

“BEAUTIFUL!!!” 
Francesco - January 9, 2017

amazon.it


“As a Juventino, I can only have loved this film.

Very nice, well done, it explains and summarizes 
the history and successes of Juventus and the 
Agnelli family. CONGRATULATIONS, I give it a 
10 !!”

“FOR ALL JUVENTUS FANS!” 
Mauro Marinelli - December 20, 2016

amazon.it


“Exceptional documentary about the story of 
the Old Lady, from birth until today, told in a 
masterly way and never boring. Keeps you 
glued to the screen for almost two hours. 
Satisfied!!! Fino alla fine!”

PRODUCTION

http://amazon.it


On the set of Eastern Canal’s record breaking film 
that captured Italy’s #1 Box Office, ‘Black and 
White Stripes: The Juventus Story. The La Villa 
brothers at work with (clockwise) Giancarlo 
Giannini in Rome, F. Murray Abraham in New 
York,  Lapo Elkann in Venice, Italy and John 
Elkann in Turin.
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Clockwise: Un-ticketed Juventus fans steal a view of 
their beloved team from the top of a farm house. 
Juventus F.C. legend, Del Piero raises the Italian 
championship cup at Juventus Stadium. Claudio 
Marchisio celebrates with his son in his arms. The La 
Villa brothers prepping a filmed interview on the 
historical FIAT rooftop test track in Lingotto, Italy.

PRODUCTION



LEFT to RIGHT, DJ Q-BERT interview 
on location in San Francisco for ‘Hang 
the Dj”, scratching in his home, 
Interview in his bedroom (Black and 
White), and Dji-ing with MIX MASTER 
MIKE at live event.

Production 

PRODUCTION



DJ A-TRAK sequence from “Hang 
The Dj”, Interview, live performance in 
Montreal, Canada

Production 

PRODUCTION



LITERARY WORK

A glimpse into Eastern Canal’s 
Amazon Best Seller book, “Black 
and White Stripes: The Juventus 
Story”, written by Marco and Mauro 
La Villa. Produced in-house and 
published by renown Rizzoli Books 
in Italian and English versions. 

Illustrated Book



SAINT LAURENT “INTRODUCTION 
CAMPAIGN” - Eastern Canal created 
concept and executed production to 
animate the photos of HEDI SLIMANE 
for his debut at SAINT LAURENT.

Creative Services

CREATIVE SERVICES



YSL 3D ANIMATED “CASSANDRA”  
LOGO. Concept and production by 
Eastern Canal.

Creative Services

CREATIVE SERVICES



POST PRODUCTION

In-house motions graphics for 2017 
release, ‘Black and White Stripes: The 
Juventus Story. 

Post Production 



As well as Eastern Canal’s artistic slate, the company is accustomed to working on 
commercial and corporate productions for many brands across all markets and 
product ranges. Eastern Canal has and continues to collaborate with many 
reputable worldwide, reputable brands such as SAINT LAURENT, ADIDAS, JEEP, 
RIZZOLI and JUVENTUS FOOTBALL CLUB. 

BRAND COLLABORATION



“ The La Villa brothers shot 'Black 
and White Stripes' in the Agnelli 
family homes and were granted 
interviews with pivotal figures like 
Agnelli intimate Henry Kissinger and 
legendary players such as Michel 
Platini.  “  

  Alex French 
  The New York Times

“ The story behind Juventus FC’s 
rise, demise and resurgence, 
Elkann said, is one filled with 
“passion, extreme challenges and 
tragedy” — including shocking, 
sudden death.  “ 

   Sharon Swart 
   The Hollywood Reporter

“ Hang the Dj is by far the best film 
on global club culture ever made. “ 

  Lisa Verrico 
  The London Times

“ W i t h l o a d s o f h i p - h o p 
performances, frantic rave tunes 
and hypnotic house ditties. Marco 
and Mauro La Villa's visual sleight 
of hand helps give Hang the Dj a 
distinctive look far removed from 
stodgy docu form. “ 

 Brendan Kelly 
 Variety

“ Legends such as Junior Vasquez 
(undoubtedly queen bitch of the 
film), Roger Sanchez, Danny 
Tenaglia and Q-Bert all signed up, 
with others falling over in the rush 
to get on the 'Hang the Dj' 
bandwagon. “ 

  Rachel Monroe 
  ID Magazine
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EASTERN CANAL 
New York, NY 

info@easterncanal.com

CONTACT

mailto:info@easterncanal.com

